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Love Letter 1

Love Letter 1 // Oz Leshem

Word to Everything I Love
after Willie Perdomo, Elena Gonzales, Skye Bowdon, and Sarah Peralta.

to the girl who beat me at limbo last night,
at that party on 3rd, who sipped scotch like a vanilla milkshake.
to the one who leaves the fork in their mouth an extra second,
to savor the flavor, whose hands are softer than kindness itself. word
to my poems before august, word to everything i love.
the abandoned brothel across the street, yelling drum sirens
to the beat of the bell at Our Lady of Guadalupe Parish on sundays.
a sound so captivating i swear i could nestle in its arms. shaped
to the sound of the tourists buying fresh apricots in the plaza
who constructed walls into a farmer's market. word
word to our community center, the Allsup’s on 1050 Paseo,
whose cashier handmakes the chimichangas to replace the corporate ones.word
word to the children at Michael’s Kitchen
donuts so lightly sprinkled in glaze, pillow of hope every snow day.
and don’t even get me started on those green chile maple bacon
ones.
word
to everything

i love.

to the boy who writes prose poems for his teachers,
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who only writes in cursive, our eyes attached glued ‘til the bell rang.
to the secluded mother, who sits to the point of nothing,
no ideas but the things he had done to her. word
to the group of friends who spit on colonizers’ graves
everytime they hang downtown. to the juice stand in the plaza
that gave them discounts on their thirst, refilling their mouths with saliva.
showing them that new mexico love. word
to the zoom professor. word
first woman in an executive seat. word
nothing like sticking your head out the window to smell
the city grease of a Lotaburger parking lot, acting like a labrador
salivating from the mouth. word
oh, honey, what it is to know that feeling.
what it is to go home,
and wait

some thirty minutes.

‘til the chile digests.

man you are fucked.
word to everything i love.
to the sisters who battle until one is in a coma, then after:
so kindly hand eachother an ice pack. to the oldest sister, who might
get socked in the face while trying to deescalate. like
an oxymoron for a debate stage. word
to the wit of a mother, so closely unreachable, to the point of giving up,
until her child feels like giving up, who can’t take it anymore, a mother
hugs and screams with her child until their vocal cords unravel
like drawstrings. only pulling them to talk to one another. word
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word to everything i love.
to the poems within poems within poems
to the ones who need to lower the mic to spit a bar
to the ones who need to raise the mic to spit a bar
drop bombs in every member of the audience’s heart
exuberant and flattering and rhythmic. word
a lyrical rhetoric to elevate the alphabeticals. oratory
or heaven sent; this town marinated in blood, stolen
and sautéed. a contradiction so incredibly relevant. word
to the grandparents who pass down their
parent’s green chile stew recipes,
sopapilla recipes, tres leches. word
to the father who lends time to family.
who never stops fighting for them. to the parent
who plays De La Soul without the curse words. word
to the clean version. word
to my dog, Tuco Salamanca. word
to my brother:
for naming our dog Tuco Salamanca
to the notebook kids
to wordsmiths
to beat boxers
to homies
to the cyphers
to all of us
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to new mexico,
our home
that’s just a back road away,

word.

Oz Leshem is a fifteen year old poet from Taos, New Mexico. He is in the Creative Writing
program at New Mexico School for the Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Oz was a finalist for
the 2020 Santa Fe Youth Poet Laureate and a silver medalist in the 2020 Scholastic Art and
Writing Awards. His work has been published in Cathartic Literary Magazine, Ice Lolly
Review, Clear Skies Zine, and Dreams of Montezuma: An Anthology of Poetry and Prose.
Oz was selected as a 2020 Miller Scholar for excellence
in Creative Writing.

Love Letter 2

Love Letter 2 // Em

Dear Jay,
It’s been three years. Three years since we shared a desk. Three years since we flashed
smiles at each other from across the cafeteria. Three years since you left that bag of potato
chips for me, propped up on our desk. I still wonder how you knew they were my favorite.
Three years since all of the laughter and banter and serious conversation. Three years since
we headed different ways. There’s not a week that goes by when I don’t wonder how you
turned out, how you’ve changed, who you’ve become.
I remember asking where you lived that one afternoon when it was our turn to sit on the
couch. You turned to me, putting down the math worksheet you were scribbling on.
“Mountain,” you said. Mountain Avenue was one of the main streets that ran through the
neighborhood. I nodded. You picked up your math and started working on another problem.
I kept looking at you. The swoop of your dark hair, the little mole on the side of your lips,
the worry lines etched in your forehead. I thought of last year when you used to gel your
hair up and the year before when you shaved your whole head. I thought of the way we
could go from laughing about the sorry lives the hall monitors led to debating the origin of
life.
“Yeah?” I asked. It was your turn to nod. Then you tilted your head and thought for a
moment. “Shingled house, two stories, a white truck usually parked outside.” I wondered
why you were so secretive about where you lived. Why your family had a white truck.
Things like that. I went back to reading the book I had grabbed on our way over to the
couch. Each table partner got a week where they could sit on the couch in the corner of the
room during study hall. I always liked our time on the couch. One time I even curled up
next to you and you rested your head on my shoulder. That was really sweet.
For years after you told me about your house, I convinced my parents to drive down
Mountain. I would press my face against the window, watching as the houses flashed by.
One time I was certain a house was yours. It was two stories and the second story was
shingled. There was even a white pickup truck outside. It had a nice garden, too, with roses
and dahlias. That made me remember when you asked what my favorite flower was.
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“Dahlias, Jay,” I said. Dahlias. I came back the next day, but the truck was gone and there
was a sign outside for a painting company. I hadn’t realized how much I was counting on
your being there, just inside the front door, until I saw the sign. There was no use hoping. It
wasn’t your house.
I don’t even know where you went after we graduated. Probably to the local high school.
You know, it’s so funny. That was eighth grade, Jay. We were only fourteen. It sounds
crazy, how I felt about you. But I’ve moved on. I’ve forgotten about us. Really though, I
can’t help wondering where you are, who you are. It’s been a lifetime. It’s been three years.
Eighth grade. Those were the days, Jay. Anyway, I miss you. I really do.
Goodbye for now,
Em.

Em is an aspiring playwright, artist, and poet living in the United States. When not writing,
she enjoys reading books, taking long walks in nature, and listening to music. Find her on
Instagram @mirkat.writes.

Love Letter 3
America’s Diner is Always Open
dear denny’s
i love you
three of us
mascara for
asphalt
sisters
took the backway out

clanking across
father’s scrap metal
we were
tin sheet
left for parts

reflecting moonlight
i skinned my knee
on a stray nail
bleed all the way across
eternity
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in short shorts
and a borrowed baggie hoodie

just to see you

we made for the road
weaving through witching hour’s sun

street lights

illuminate
decade old cerrillos smoke
that rises
to the stars

santa fe

you know
she wouldn’t be complete
without her stars
then
we saw you

glistening
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cherry milkshake red
flickering
butter yellow

walking through your
dust encrusted
doors
i knew
i found
sanctuary
we knew
we found
unconditional embrace
in your
cracked
leather
booths
your chili-stained menu
held scripture
held instruction

to live
one last
miraculous
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life

coffee with cream
and an order of fries

call it
elixir
call it
potion
or poison
in the caldron
a coyote’s feast
our lips graced
in silver grease
we cackled
our last howl
when milk
dribbled
down
the corner of wooden print
mortality
beckoning daylight
to shadow
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at the break of dawn

you
held us

Skye Bowdon is a 16 year old poet from Santa Fe, New Mexico. She is a Creative Writing
major at New Mexico School for the Arts. Her work has been published in Dreams of
Montezuma, An Anthology of Poetry and Prose New Mexico School for the Arts, Cathartic
Youth Literary Magazine, and Ice lolly Review. Skye was a silver key medalist in the 2020
Scholastic Art and Writing Awards.

Hands that hold the world // Lauren Kania

“Hands that hold the world” by Lauren Kania
Medium: Photography

Love Letter 4

Love Letter 4 // Your belle

“….thank you for giving yourself to me in the purest sense. thank you for showing me what
love was meant to be. maybe someday our stars will align again.”
Dear ii,
Let me tell you a short story about a girl; there once was a girl who didn’t believe in things
such as love and magic. She liked to use her head instead of her heart. For her, poems were
just a bunch of overrated words and romance movies were never her favorites. Until one
day, a boy came and showed her a magical forest with fireflies when she only expected a
single tree. He grew little flowers inside her soul and the butterflies she didn’t know existed
inside of her, they became alive. For the first time in her life, she found some of her new
reasons to stay alive in someone’s smile and a pair of heavenly brown eyes. And there she
is now, finding hope and magic in everything she found and making them as things that
keep her going in life. Even a single sentence on a break up letter written by him for her.
She wants to make their stars align again and put hope on the universe that maybe, just
maybe, they are indeed meant to be together. Even though science says that the planets and
other things in this universe’s solar system will never be perfectly aligned, she does believe
that in their little own universe, they will find their way to be aligned together. And with a
helping hand from the moon and behalf of the stars in her soul, she is working for that
universe she always dreamed of.

--the universe that consists of you and me.

Love,
Your belle.
(the girl in that story)

Love Letter 5

Love Letter 5 // Smruti Mahapatra

Dear Moon,
Oh! My magical distant holy love, how do I tell how much I love you! How can I express
how much I long for you!
You have been the silvery company to my monochrome musings. You have been my
platinum-gold comfort in graphite nights. You have been my buttermilk glow blessing
amid the starlight heaven whispering rainbow hues into the dreaming greys. You have been
my ivory vibe of everlasting magic and hope, sprinkling pearly hue aura, shadows of
intrinsic charms and white rays of fantasy and miracles.
This letter is a token of my love for you, my darling. I always see you stuck between the
fiery passion of the sun and the cold emptiness of the infinite space, staying in the space's
blanket but radiating the sun's pure rays. Isn't it tiring? Just come back to me, my warm
embrace. I want to shower in those radiant guidance showing me a path out of these dark
orbs, have your silver waves dance between my fingers and caress your scars with my
wounds. We would be owning our darkness with pride and admiring each other's flaws.
I hope we can meet soon and find our harmony soon. Always once a month, when you are
not there looking at me from far, I always find myself in the haunting lullabies of sighs and
pain. I earnestly wish you to miss my warmth. Please write again soon, my lover.
Yours forever (or until I burn out)
Another of your thousand lovers

Smruti Mahapatra is a 15-year old, class 10th student from K.C. Public School, India and
have been writing poems and short stories both for her own satisfaction and for the school
and local magazines and hope to make a difference here as well.

Love Letter 6
{ lunis }
to my dearest love, moon you were quiet
and serene
you were lost
and cold to the touch
but soft
and smooth
i whispered
as you turned your back
where are you?
when are you coming back?
you ignored me
i never thought
someone i loved
so much
could be so
far
away
you wouldn’t believe me
you countered
if i told you
but i think i would’ve
if you let me
instead
you let me lose you
you let other people
crawl all over you
bring pieces of you home

Love Letter 6 // Viktoria Elessar
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you let others explore
what was once only mine
you let others know
what even i never knew
i am forced to watch them
bring you to your knees
i am forced to watch you
lose everything
break down
watch the tears
fall down
and roll off your perfect body
{ solis }
to my dearest love, sun you warmed me
to the bone
warmth
that was there for me
to call on
even at night
when you disappeared
you were my solace
just like your name
that i still whisper in my sleep
that i still scream out
nobody else
has ever known it
you never let them in
never let them understand
but i was different
right?
right?
at least
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i thought i was
not anymore
not since you decided
that it was time
to get rid of me
burn me up
envelop me
pull me into you
you used to be light
now i am the only light
brimming along the edge of you
trying to escape
your darkness is overwhelming
everything is black
everything is cold
i can see time
i can see past
and future
not present
the present is slipping away
out of my fingers
i can't keep it in check
my mind is twisting
my fingers are slipping
my light is fading
my body is stretched
i am imploding
faster
faster
faster
silence
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{ astrum }
to my dearest love, star you make my heart beat
never failing
to go too fast
i need to slow it down
with every pulse
of my heart
you become the center
of another explosion
another tongue of flame
another blast of life
trailing from your wings
shadowy cloaks
darker than the night
you are like an eagle
wings spreading across
the starry sky
soft feathers atop your golden head
if i look at you
i can only see beauty
an angel calling out to me
stopping my heart
your shimmery hand
glides smoothly into mine
holding my shattered body together
with only the slightest touch
my heart begins to pick up speed
transferring my energy to you
it makes sense that the energy
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you give
i return to you
i give you the magic to save me
just so i can give it up
and save you

Viktoria Elessar is 12 years old and lives in the United States. She is very inspired by
fellow poet and friend Em Wilder, and they write together often. She loves reading and
finds solace in her writing, though there is nothing she loves more than spending quality
time with her friends and family."

Magic in the eyes of a child // Lauren Kania

“Magic in the eyes of a child” by Lauren Kania
Medium: Photography

Love Letter 7

Love Letter 7 // SaraJane Devereaux

Dear insecurities,
Why are you here? I see you as a fake friend who won’t stop texting me, always wanting
more and more of me. I don’t want that. Not now, not ever. Just leave.
What is your meaning and why do you hate me? I get that I’m not perfect, and never will
be. I get that I have issues, but shouldn’t that be what makes me, me?
Are people really viewing me as I view myself some days? I know I’m not a skinny, short
figure, but shouldn’t that not matter?
Am I the one who thinks I need a perfection-like figure to be myself? I don’t know. It’s
different. You make me view myself in different ways. A blessing and a curse. Both. You
make my heart tune out on loving myself and tune in on hating myself. It doesn’t feel
right. I have days where I can’t look at myself, knowing you’ll take over. Days where
vulnerability makes me sink deep. Ahh. Perfection isn’t real, huh? I don’t know. Maybe
one day. You’re still there when I wake, I can’t just turn off the switch and you’ll stop. I
tempt to embrace you, trick you, change the outcome. Some Days it works. Others, not so.
When do you plan to take a vacation? I know you can take a few, you’ve been working so
hard. It’s much overdue.
But, who would I be without my insecurities, without you? I wouldn’t be who I am today.
And you’ve changed as I’ve changed. Crazy to think.
So what are you? What forms will you present yourself next?
And how can I learn to love you?
Love, The Girl You’re Taking Shelter In.

Love Letter 7 // SaraJane Devereaux

SaraJane Devereaux is a writer from Las Vegas, Nevada. SaraJane's 2 biggest goals in
life is to become a New York Times Bestselling Author and work as a writer in the film
industry. SaraJane Has been published in Ice Lolly Review's Issues 3-5 (and will be
published in issue 6), Blue Things Zine Issue 1, and Feed Us With Words first literary
collection :)

Love Letter 8

Love Letter 8 // Rox Applesmith

A Love Letter to Anyone
You! Yes, you.
You are as gorgeous
as the stardust which flew
15 light-years to reach the center
of your belly.
You - a supernova in space You - blast of heated magnesium You will only be a short while
by the clock of all-there-is.
Yet — the force of your implosion
lasts indefinitely, emanating
out as unseen wavelets cascading
in that droplet, you held in your palm.
There will be periods of darkness,
after the carbon and iron have spread.
In this time, look around the universe of stars you find yourself in.

Rox Applesmith (they/them, 22) is an interdisciplinary artist residing in Seattle, WA. You
can keep up with them on Twitter or Medium.

We are United // Lauren Kania

“We are United” by Lauren Kania
Medium: Photography

Love Letter 9

Love Letter 9 // Jessica Wang

Dear Love,
When I say the word ‘love’ it is no term of endearment, no charming nickname trickled
out from raw lips or whispered sensually into pink blushing ears. I am directly addressing
the form of love itself, Eros from the Greeks, Freyja of the Norse, golden Cupid dancing
above cotton candy clouds.
It’s your fault that I act this way, you’re the reason why my cheeks redden and my breath
quickens. You put me under this spell, this curse deemed blessing that is messing up my
already messed up life.
It’s addicting, naseauting even. This horrible, horrible curse you put me under. I hate you.
I hate it. Yet I can’t get enough of this.
Did you know he likes to play trivia games on his phone? Can you possibly comprehend
that he prefers mustard to ketchup and dogs to cats and when I ask him what movies he
likes to watch he says Game of Thrones and laughs like it’s the funniest joke humanity
ever told? Do you know that he cries when we watch Studio Ghibli movies together and
sings along to sappy Taylor Swift songs in his beaten down car and sometimes when I’m
alone at night I hug my pillow and pretend that it’s him?
I’m telling you Eros, Freyja, Cupid, or whatever you wish to be called. Stop this nonsense
at once. Stop my pounding heart and the butterflies in my stomach. This so-called “crush”
fiasco isn’t cute. Take away your arrows of love. I want this to stop.
Because last Friday while we were lying under the stars, the chilly wind cutting right
through he told me he didn’t feel the same way. He told me he didn’t want to hold my
hand and press kisses on my cheek and buy me pastel peach gummies and rhinestone
necklaces.
So just stop. I’m tired okay? Next time make sure to pierce your arrow somewhere else.
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Preferably not at me.
After all, there’s nothing that hurts more than a broken

h e

a r t.

Respectfully yours,
Jessica Wang

Jessica Wang is a sixteen year old Asian girl from New York. Her work has been
nationally recognized by Scholastic Art and Writing. In her free time she enjoys drinking
bubble tea and putting hats on her cats.

Love Letter 10

Love Letter 10 // n.m.a.k

call it what you want
I’m not sure where to start, around you my words are
scattered
everywhere
you make me feel things I don’t believe in and I don’t have the words to express,
i don’t know when or how but somewhere between
replying 14 hours too late and falling asleep to you (comma)
i fell in love with how your texts are always punctuated (period)
You’re the half to my whole
i’d be the day to your night
and the pikachu to your charizard
the prettiest pictures are the ones where
i’m smiling at you too wide to say cheese
i want to dip my fingertips into forever
and hold your hand for eternities
could I be your cheerleader,
your number one fan
and your best friend at the same time (question mark)
you’re my role model
everything you do is so fascinating
i’m honoured to be a part of your life
i can’t put into words how proud I am
how much i admire and appreciate
every
single
thing
you do.
I can’t breathe around you and it’s not my allergies acting up
you
you
you
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you
you
you
My parents taught me from their failures
that love is a lie written in lemonade ink
i gave away parts of myself
so that there wouldn’t be enough
of me left to hurt
you taught me that love exists
you taught me how to love my own being
i found myself telling you things
that my mind didn’t know yet
i feel safe in your smile
your hugs are my happy place
you’re so perfect,it’s insane
I’m sorry my words tumble when I’m around you, it’s just that when I look at you I see
the rest of my life
I love you (period)

- n.m.a.k

To My Little Star // MitsuLyn

“To My Little Star” by MitsuLyn
Medium: Digital Artwork

Love Letter 11

Love Letter 11 // Tanvi Nagar

Dear Love
Dear love, I have always wanted to understand you more,
But first of all, you must know you are the one who I most adore.
Dear love, will you stand by me through the most rugged journeys of all?
Dear love, as years pass by will you be there still standing strong?
When there’s solitude that surrounds like the charcoal darkness of night,
Will you be there, like a solid rock strong by my side?
When gloom envelopes me, when pain is only what I feel,
Will a single touch of yours make my wounds and scars heal?
Dear love, when my life is nothing but a misty, smoky mirror,
Will you be the sunlight and beat life’s grey weather?
Dear love, when the sprinkler of affection waters our gardens of destiny,
Will you be treading upon this path with me as zestfully?
Dear love, when distaste is the only thing that binds us,
Will in our relationship arise a sense of distrust?
Dear love, life will put forward tests, how many would you beat?
Would circumstances change, would they be bleak?
Without words would only my silence be enough to communicate?
Would we know what destiny stores for us, our fate?
Dear love, when I’m absorbed in the deepest of darkness,
Will you still love and not consider me wicked and heartless?
Dear love, when we are separated by the barriers of cold war,
With all your heart and soul, will I be the one who you adore?
When my glass hopes and dreams are shattered and I bleed at heart, Remember life and
death can not tear us apart,
Once soul mates, we will always have a single heart,
Having a single soul, we’ll live together, together we’ll depart,
Our souls are united forever, regardless of storms or thunder,
Our’s is just an ordinary story of two extraordinary lovers.

Love Letter 11 // Tanvi Nagar

Tanvi Nagar is a student at Delhi Public School, Gurgaon. She has been writing for the
past eight years and is passionate about public speaking, travelling, playing sports and
reading. She has contributed to national newspapers like ‘The Times of India’ and
‘Hindustan Times’; magazines like the ‘Neev Magazine’ ‘Ice Lolly Review’ and
‘Children’s World’ and anthologies like ‘The Last Flower of Spring’ and ‘Riding on a
Summer Train’ by Delhi Poetry Slam; ‘The Great Indian Anthology’ by Half Baked Beans
and ‘She the Shakti’ by Authors Press. She is the Editor in her school and has authored
three books titled, ‘A Treasure Trove of Poetic Wonderland’ ‘A Bountiful of Rhythmic
Stories’ and ‘My Book of Short Stories and Poems’ and two research papers which were
published in the International Journal of Multidisciplinary Educational Research. She has
won the Eye Level Literary Award 2018 by Daekyo, South Korea; the Create Change
Challenge 2020 by the University of Queensland, Australia; the Millennial Essay Writing
Contest by UNESCO and Takthe; the Haryana State Badminton Championship 2013-14.

Love Letter 12

Love Letter 12 // Annette

Dear Pittle,
I love you.
Were this letter handwritten, it's easy to imagine it be graced by fallen tears, ink splattered
and ruined yet words stayed meaningful and loving. There wasn't a single hesitation in my
mind, not even for a second, of who I was to declare my love to because there was simply
nobody else. No one holds as big a portion in my heart as you do, no one even comes
close.
Dear Pittle, I love you. And there's not a single thing I wouldn't sacrifice, not a single
being I wouldn't kill with my own hands, simply to have you back in my embrace. And
the Universe could be our witness, but there's nothing to witness anymore as you're gone.
I pride myself on being a man with no regrets; you were my first.
I still have the cardboard box you so much loved to sleep in, although you knew I'd sleep
on the floor for you (I'd sleep anywhere for you.) I still have your food in my room,
because when my mum tried to take it for the stray cats downstairs I told her no out of my
own naivety—"don't take that," I had said, immediately jumping defensively from my
very comfortable position on my bed, "he'll come back." My blanket smelt like you and I
was so reluctant to wash it, because I was so afraid that I'd lose my last remnants of you,
but that's impossible, isn't it? As all my galleries are filled with you, and it makes me
afraid to open them as seeing them would make a sob wrack my body like the first few
days without you.
I no longer even find joy in meeting the stray cats who love me like I'm their mother. Do
you know they enter our house whenever they get the chance now? It makes me feel a
little hateful, because who are they, to be trying to replace you? But I know I'm wrong—
they're just homeless innocent creatures trying to find a life and some love in such a cruel
world for their kind, just as you are now, wherever you might be.
I was having my school Zoom meeting one day, a month or so after you left, when I got a
call from mum. She'd said her friend had seen you in some hotel parking lot three
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kilometres away from home, past a river and a thousand busy roads. My parents had said
back then, no way it'd be him, but I stayed positive out of my own childish foolishness.
After all, the descriptions matched; a black cat, its tail cut short, with bald patches on your
body (because you had a knack for finding trouble and it'd caused me to experience lots of
panic, but such are the responsibilities that come with being a mother to a child.)
People said they'd seen you, and they said they'd fed you—and I thought, "whoa, there's
still good in the world after all,"—but it wasn't you. And let me tell you how difficult and
painful it was to have hope at that very moment. I'd walked out of the car towards the nice
man who'd said he'd seen you, and I'd crouched down to meet the eyes of a cat that wasn't
you. That was my last string of clues and I had half a mind to just let myself be run over
by a truck that passed by (because it was past a river and a thousand busy roads, three
kilometres away from home, and you could be anywhere,) and you weren't there.
I think I hated myself a little bit more for each second that you weren't here.
Dear Pittle, I love you and there's not a single thing I wouldn't sacrifice, not a single being
I wouldn't kill with my own hands, simply to have you back in my embrace. This I am
sure of, this I swear. Because there would be nothing and no one else who would be
worthy of a sacrifice made by a man who held no regrets but one.
We've finished renovating the house since you left. No more are there the loud annoying
sounds you so hated, instead we now have a pool filled with fishes. They're my parents'
joy. You'd love climbing up here and clawing at them. You were always adventurous.
After all, our fateful meeting was you falling down my roof onto my backyard, a little
baby no older than a month, still blind and powerless to the world.
I remember how difficult it was to feed you, the panic I felt wondering why you wouldn't
just drink the milk I gave you—or if you did, why did you vomit the next day. Little me
knew nothing of being responsible over a living creature, I didn't want to have the death
of some weird black blob on my hands. I'd asked everybody about how to raise a little
kitten, and I was a very quiet person so it was really strange for me. My stupid
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self didn't even think of looking it up on the Internet, perhaps I just couldn't think clearly
back then.
Little me was also in a depressive episode, and was definitely a dog person. You, from the
annoying burden that you had been to me, turned into my only reason to live back then.
My only light in the darkest of times, my only company when I had no shoulder to lay my
head on. I'd come home from a long day and a tiring traffic, and you'd be as energetic as
ever. You'd stay up with me till three A.M., I'd be sprawled on the floor doing my
homework while you'd beg me for attention, as if we were the only beings alive and we
were the only ones who mattered in the world. As if I didn't have any other
responsibilities than being with you.
I remember that my dad hated you, or maybe hate wasn't the right word for it, as he
sometimes would proudly claim, "Did you know? Pittle licked my hand today, he's
starting to like me!" or "Pittle curled up to me and allowed me to pet him, we're basically
best friends already!" He hated that I put you above all my other priorities, but even then
he was the one who kept helping me when all hope was lost. Whenever you went on your
little adventures for too long, he'd help me search no matter what he was doing, no matter
if he had back pains or hip pains, and he'd go, "Don't worry, Pittle is strong. He knows the
way back home." It will be fine.
My mum was enamored with you, even though she claims herself completely a dog
person. Perhaps it was because she saw me in you, she liked saying, "Your cat's different
from the strays outside, he's so wild, like you." My mum, she has a soft but strong heart. I
think she half wanted to blame me for our loss, but she knows that I'm the one who's
hurting most, second only to yourself, and that's why she's barely said a thing about you
since you left.
Sometimes I'm left wondering if it was because you didn't like us as your family. Was it
because we had three dogs at home, that you felt like you were cornered at times? Was it
because we didn't give enough freedom for your adventurous soul? I wish you'd tell me
what I did wrong, but my loved ones told me I'd done enough, because back then you'd
always come home. When you were hungry or cold, or you simply missed me, you'd
come home and you'd curl up near me, sometimes you'd purr and stretch so elegantly.
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And maybe it was my fault, that sometimes I neglected bathing you, but was it really my
fault that I loved the look of wild on you?
You were a stray, you always had been.
Since you left, I no longer am stranger to the concept of pain. There's little that can
surprise me. I have no one to blame but myself, as I was the one who had let you out, and
I was the one who foolishly thought you'd come back home yourself. I didn't think of the
rain, I didn't think of those other cats you got your bald spots from, I was lazy. It was
nobody but me who caused you to leave. And you're probably lost, cold, starving. God
knows how the world is treating you, as strays never get the best kind of treatment, so I
can only pray that the Universe has a little mercy left for us.
To be honest, I faltered a little. There's always something unnerving about being a writer,
as the things you write are the things you think about, and thinking about you hurts me
greatly. It's a trauma that will haunt me forever. I faltered and thought, maybe I should
just fake this letter, (I'm really not strong enough,) but we humans don't mess with love,
do we? It's love, after all. So I swear I'd finish this letter, the first draft and all the editing
later, no matter how many times sobs wrack my body. Because there's nobody else,
sweetheart, I cannot lie.
I think I hated myself a little bit more for each second that you weren't here. You're my
first regret in a world of many. I have nobody but myself to blame, and if I were to
sacrifice anyone to have you back in my embrace, it'd be nobody but myself. I hold no
closure, I am still looking, so I can only pray that the Universe has a little mercy left for
us.
Dear Pittle, I love you. Goodbye.

- Annette

Love Letter 13

Love Letter 13 // Asha Woodland

A love letter to life
I love being in the car at night and seeing the lights glowing in the distance from all the
houses passing by
I love ladybirds and tortoises and thunder and chameleons
And when you feel so much joy you want to cry
I love when people are listening to music in earphones and sing along softly to themselves
I love complimenting strangers
And when someone gets genuinely excited for somebody else
I love reading happy birthday messages and sending them too
I love yellow cars and tie-dye T-shirts and big windows and blue shoes
I love walking in the evening and earrings that don’t match
I love baobab trees and humming and colourful stones and painting my nails black
I love when I see a child run into their parents arms
And the different ways that people laugh
I love listening to songs played live and hearing the crowd sing along
I love bunk beds and dragonflies and giraffes
I love running when it’s windy and feeling my hair blow across my face
I love sticking my head out of the car window at night
And going back to a familiar place
I love when I watch a movie from my childhood and remember all the words
I love flowy pants with patterns on them
And umbrellas and feathers and seashells and hummingbirds
I love round glasses and doodling in notebooks
And how no one’s handwriting is the same
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I love holes in trees
And when people write on their shoes
And beaded necklaces and mangoes and creating art out of pain
I love dreaming about something I forgot I remembered
And hearing all the questions my little cousins ask
I love jackalberry trees and jumping and dancing to music in my room
I love sunsets and moments of peace that last
I love when you meet someone new and instantly click
Or when you see a friend you haven’t seen in awhile and catch up
I love when one of my favourite artists releases a new song
And when you have the overwhelming feeling of pure joy that you didn’t give up
I love moments when you want nothing more than to simply BE,
Be here,
Right now,
To look,
And feel,
And hope,
And sigh,
And see.
See all the things I love,
All the wonder that blows in the breeze,
What a wondrous day
To sit
And watch
And hear
And simply breath.

- Asha Woodland

The only choice I made // Lauren Kania

“The only choice I made was to be myself” by Lauren Kania
Medium: Photography
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Love Letter 14 // Halle Preneta

My Dearest London,
There are many things I love about you. How you make me feel confident about myself.
How I feel free every time I step on your cobblestone streets or see your huge towering
ancient buildings. I remember being with you when the pride parade was happening. The
entire city was decked in rainbow. People were celebrating who they truly were without
question. A huge smile was on my face the entire time! The whole event gave off the
accepting vibe of you and made me feel safe.
Ever since that day, it has been my dream to come back and see you again. To see your
hundred year old buildings with cracks in the walls next to polished modern ones. To
walk your rainbow covered cobblestone streets. To feel like I can fully be myself again
without question. I hope, one day, I will be able to live with you so I will never have to
leave your side. So I can feel safe and accepted forever.
But until that day comes, know that I am always thinking of you and wishing I could be
by your side.
Stay safe until then, my friend. I’ll see you soon.
Your greatest love,
Halle

Halle enjoys writing short romance, sci-fi, and horror stories along with poetry and gets
her ideas from random life experiences and fanfiction. When she’s not writing, she’s
either watching YouTube or playing Animal Crossing. Her Twitter handle is
@YaTheatreNerd.
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Love Letter 15 // Huda Ather

Love Letter to the Moon
My dearest, I wonder,
Why do you devour the searing blaze of the (insolent) Sun, only to dilute its ferocity to a
halo of luster? One that envelopes us in its serene loveliness? How do you stay so sure, be
such a hardy darling, the world’s tranquil companion, all the while washing away the inky
darkness of the opaque sky?
How does it feel, I wonder, to have the world look up to your glimmer, only to crave it
when it disappears. To have people sighing at your silhouette. To have hands reaching
out, trying to grasp your figure.
How does it feel to have kids running from your glitter, only to look back and feel your
sure figure? To have them know that your luster will follow them to the ends that no
mortal force will ever consider.
How does it feel to see the tears, to calm down the hearts no humane words can? To heal,
mend, rebuild, and sometimes even spark a new zeal.
How do you make the world so bleak in your absence, that even a sliver of your figure
sends it into joy?
How does it feel, to have all your blemishes out in the open, yet have souls devoted to
your beauty? To have poems dedicated to a glimmer of your allure? A shimmer of your
silhouette?
How does it feel, I wonder my dearest, to be the artistry even in all the celestial?

- Huda Ather

Love Letter 16

Love Letter 16 // Natasha Reyes

Dear Myself,
Valentine’s Day is just around the corner. What are you going to do?
Celebrate for your parents? Friends? Or just sit glumly as the rises, people around you
exchange gifts and kisses and go back to their normal routines as the day ends?
Last year has been especially hard. For everyone. So there is gonna be more
“love in the air”. More hugs (well socially distanced I hope!!), more gifts, more phone
calls and more cheesy love letters. More reasons to celebrate. More wishes and dreams to
be shared.
Do you have anything to celebrate? Oh yes…you do. You have something
– or rather someone. Yourself.
Yes. This year has been hard on you too. Maybe you didn’t lose someone,
or you didn’t fail a major test or lose a job. But it doesn’t mean that the year wasn’t
particularly hard….So this year and all the ones to come, will you be my valentine? I
hope you say yes, because if you don’t, it’s gonna break my heart. (Well technically your
heart too….this writing letter to yourself gig is hard!)
I know you hate your body. The way acne marks your face. The way your
body ain’t ‘zero’ figure. The way your hair are straight and don’t even curl the slightest
bit. Or the reason your eyes are so dark, they almost fade into black.
I know you hate your brain. The way it spins countless, unwanted
scenarios in its head, filling you with anxiety. The way it tells you, you are not enough
and maybe, maybe you don’t belong. That maybe you should just stop existing.
I know you hate yourself for putting up a brave face while you are still
terrified. The way you put up a fake smile on your face while you are still hurting. The
way you always brush away your fears and don’t let anyone else look inside you because
you are such a fucking mess!
I know you hate your heart. The way it unnecessarily gives you (extra)
palpitations whenever you talk to someone new. The way it always gives more and more
when it knows it shouldn’t. The way it just starts hammering against your chest, at the
most illogical times, without any warning, suffocating you.
But you have lived through this time and time again. I know it is hard and
maybe just this time, you would regard it too. And this year –oh my my! This year was a
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train wreck –particularly for you. With lonely nights in the bed, crying helplessly and
hopelessly with no concrete reason. With every minute wanting to just ‘restart’ your life.
Hoping that once something would go just as you planned. And then sometimes it did and
many times it didn’t. But –you made through it. You are still here on the other side, alive
and breathing. Maybe not in one piece, but still very much alive. And you have done this
time and time again –every year, every moment.
Does this not give you enough reason to celebrate yourself? Hell yes, it does!
So why cry and look at yourself in pity, when you can pride on your strength and wits?
Why not gloat just a bit on your talents and achievements instead of drowning in your
anxieties? Why not shout and scream and show all your emotions to the world instead of
bottling them up? Why not dress yourself and smile in the mirror, instead of thinking that
you don’t look beautiful? Because yes you do –you do look beautiful. That brilliant smile
on your face, with a bit crooked teeth? Man, it dazzles the world! Maybe not the whole
globe, but just your small world…. Those amazing stories you spin from your head and
the words that flow from your mouth, people deserve to read and listen and cherish them
& you deserve to be praised. The pictures that you paint and the things that you craft from
your hands, they deserve to be admired and you deserve to be applauded. The way you
always give without expecting anything in return, that needs to be appreciated.
You deserve to be celebrated and loved in every way.
And if you don’t love yourself, who is going to?
So this valentine, would you promise to appreciate yourself a bit more?
Would you promise to stop being harsh on yourself? Would you promise to be gentle on
yourself? Would you promise to heal a bit more? Would you promise to love yourself a
bit more? Because, darling, you deserve the whole world and more.
Maybe it’s time we started looking at ourselves a bit more lovingly, right?
So yes, I love you with all your flaws. I love you with all your fears and
nightmares. I love you with all your imperfections. I love you with all your anxieties.
I love me….as I am.
Sincerely,
(And yes, a bit more lovingly)
Me.

- Natasha Reyes

Love Letter 17

Love Letter 17 // A-T

Dear Gomez Addams,
You are the greatest joy in my life. Every morning when I see your face, it warms
my heart more than you will ever know. You came into my life during a time when I was
still grieving, but also felt ready to try and move on for the first time in three months. I
will never forget meeting you on Saint Patrick’s Day of 2019, and the way that I got to
hold you in my arms.
When I looked into your yellow eyes, I could see the toll the world had taken on
you. To this day, I wish you could tell me everything that you’ve endured. It pains me to
know that I will never know your life story. Your coat was scruffy with dirt, and I could
feel your bones as you sat in my lap. As lethargic as you were, I could tell that deep down
you were a sweet boy, and that you would come to be my new best friend. Two days later
I was taking you home.
Things took time, but eventually you warmed up to all of us, especially when
food was involved. I’d be angry at anyone else for leaving open bags of tortilla chips out
at night, or for scooping food from my plate without asking, but when you do it my initial
response is to laugh. I am content to share my glasses of milk with you, along with breads
and meats. I love how you are never far, your yellow eyes huge and pleading as I eat.
You have nearly tripled in size since we met, and as we work to get that under
control, I am just glad that I could offer you a better life than that from which you came.
You are always welcome at my side, even when it’s late at night and your sharp claws are
kneading at my face. You are gentle and patient with my kids, and you even help my
fiancé groom his beard. I love how your gray undercoat creates ripples in your black fur.
You are my baby panther.
Comedian Daniel Tosh once made a joke about how when our beloved furry
friends pass on, we think that we can never replace them, only to end up loving their
replacements more. While I don’t think that the love I have for you and the love that I had
for Sassy directly compete with one another, I will say that I am so thankful that you
entered my life nearly two years ago. You are so different from the cat that I loved for
seventeen years, but I celebrate all of your differences, because they are what make you
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so special. Gomie Goop, thank you for all the nights we’ve spent cuddled on the couch,
for watching over me as I sleep, keeping me company on Zoom calls, and always rushing
to the front door to greet me when I come home.
Thank you for giving me the chance to be your friend, and to keep being a cat
mom. I look forward to spending the rest of your life together.
Love,
A-T

- A-T

Love Letter 18

Love Letter 18 // Sarah Peralta

To: the girl who is me
Living is less lonely now that I love you. We used to hate each other, didn’t we? I always
hated how your hair was flat and lifeless, brown and plain. Your eyes are brown too, not at
all like the oceans and trees others hold in theirs. The way acne dots across your too round
face, leaving your skin red and bumpy. Not particularly tall or short, not cute but not really
ugly. Legs a bit too big to love. We came to a point of indifference.
But now when I look at you, I smile. I see the sun in your eyes, the way they reflect the city
lights, the way the whites redden with the overexposure of blue light. When your lips
separate to laugh, smile lines appear on the outer corners of your eyes. How your right front
tooth has a small chip in it, remnants from childhood. I’ve learned to not be embarrassed by
your acne because it is part of you. Humans are not perfect. Hair still grows in between your
eyebrows and on your upper lip. You can take it if you want, but I don’t hate it now.
I love how your nails look after you stopped biting them. They look good green, you should
paint them more often. The hair covering your arms and legs is ok, you don’t have to be
ashamed. It connects you to your roots. Your legs are not too big, they are perfect. They let
you climb on top of rocks and shout to the heavens. They are perfect because they are you
shaped. Your brown hair looks good short. It fans out when you spin and dries so much faster
now. I know it makes you smile too.
The paint that regularly covers your skin makes me feel alive. The things you create are
important, don’t forget that. The many earrings you’ve made are my favorite part of the day.
Random doodles cover the many notes you take and the stray paper in your room. Sometimes
I look back at your writing and laugh in surprise. It’s not as bad as you think. The recipes in
your head never cease to amaze me, please don’t stop cooking. I see the light in your eyes
when you get complimented on it. I do love you.
I don’t promise to never hurt you again. But I promise to try.

- Sarah Peralta.
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Love Letter 19 // Aang

Dear Yawg,
I’ve tried to write this letter a thousand times, whether in my head or on my
computer, but no matter how much I try, I simply can’t. Perhaps this will be the day I
finally finish this letter, but then again I’ve said that so many times before.
I don’t quite know how to write this.
There are many ways I could start this letter, many things I wished I told you
when you were still alive. Perhaps I should’ve hugged you more, should’ve told mom that
last time to visit you, should’ve loved you more. But I didn’t, and now it’s been three
weeks since your passing.
It hits me sometimes that you’re no longer with us, hits me when we’re driving
over to prepare for your funeral, hits me when I’m lying awake at night, hits me when I’m
in class. Every moment of everyday I know you’re no longer with us, and yet for some
reason I haven’t fully realized that you’re simply gone.
It sneaks up on me when I’m praying, because no longer is the prayer I hope
he’s healthy and well, it’s I hope he’s up in heaven.
I hope your last memory of me was happy.
We didn’t talk much when I went over to visit, and I know sometimes it felt like
I didn’t do my duty as a granddaughter, but I really did love you. We came from different
worlds you and I; you from the forests and wars of Laos into America with the title
immigrant stamped upon your forehead, and I from America’s arms giving me all the
boons I’d ever need. We were so different yet so alike at the same time. Our pains were
different, but our grievances ran from our veins and intertwined. No matter how different
we had been, we had loved each other, and that was enough for me.
I don’t remember much of my dad’s parents, since I was too young when they
passed away. Grandparents only evoked the image of you and grandma, for the two of
you were the only ones I had ever known. You were far from the image of the American
grandpa that I was taught in elementary, reading newspapers in a rocking chair, hard
candy filling your pockets. No, instead you wore American flag shirts, munched on sweet
things, spoke to me in fragmented English as you struggled for the right words. That was
my picture of a grandpa, and I wouldn’t have it any other way.
Sometimes I wish I was able to speak Hmong, so that I could talk to you and
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Sometimes I wish I was able to speak Hmong, so that I could talk to you and help you. I
wasn’t able to do much, after all I was an outsider, but there were moments that I knew
the little I did was enough. Remember that time you bought me that Dora shaped icecream with the gumball eyes from the ice-cream truck? Or when I had a stomachache and
you went to the Winco nearby to buy me Pepto? Or when you came over to visit and
raked up all the leaves in the front yard in a pile for my brother and I to jump in? I wonder
if you remember.
I want to tell you so much more, like how I saw your life unfold before my eyes
as I browsed through old photos of you or how I treasure the necklace I wear everyday
that you and grandma bought for me or how when I think of you my heart aches or how I
never got to tell you I love you without feeling shy or how I used to feel nervous around
you at the dinner table or how you got sick and I took a video of my cousins but really
was taking a video of you or how you gave me my Hmong name Aang. I want to say so
much more, but how can I possibly? I once thought that I wouldn’t be able to cry for you
when you passed away, but how could I think that? Of course I would cry, because I love
you. I’ve loved you since the day you held me and I loved you until the last time I saw
you on that FaceTime call. I’ve loved and loved you through it all.
You’ve done so much for me and the only thing I can offer is a thank you.
Thank you for being my grandpa, my yawg, thank you for being there for me, and thank
you for making my childhood memories ones of bliss. Thank you.
I hope heaven is beautiful.
With all the love I can muster,
Aang
P.S. Give grandma a kiss for me

- Aang

Love Letter 20

Love Letter 20 // Paisley Blue

To the Sun (yours faithfully)
This morning when the sun rose,
[with dappled lights on the cherry blossoms
and a touch as smooth as honey]
she seemed to smile at the sight of me
which sent my heart into thrills.
She lowered her head as the day
melted slowly into night, and i wept
to see her fade away so soon;
so soon.
Can I be beautiful like you?
Each night i look out at the world,
and i see something to hide from;
veiled in the night, under the shadows
is something to be afraid of;
but
when the sun shows her face i decide
to be brave, i decide
to lift my arms and pray
to the heavens,
let me be light, let me be light,
let me be light like you.

Paisley Blue finds solace under the stars and sun alike, and sees the universe as a miracle.
When they're not writing, you can find them drawing, singing, and daydreaming. They have
works published in Gossamer Lit, Cathartic Youth Lit, and Write The World. They'd like you
to look around and find one beautiful thing, right this moment!
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Love Letter 21 // Erin Gallagher

Dear rainy Sundays,
I love you.
I like crisp winter Wednesdays.
When snow,
dancing on the wind,
transforms the brown-green grass of winter into a sparkling sea of white.
A sea on which
you can walk without drowning
(just sink a little).
But rainy Sundays,
I love you.
I like sticky hot-hot Fridays.
When the sun forces its light down to earth, its blazing beams
slicing through the sultry air.
A air so heavy with moisture
that sounds echo,
and images blur,
and the world feels underwater.
But rainy Sundays,
I love you.
I like windy Thursdays,
and I like cloudy Mondays,
and placid gray Tuesdays
and ¨sunshiney¨ Saturdays
But I love
waking up to the sound of raindrops knocking on the window glass,
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through which flows a ghostly gray light that makes the whole world feel
like an old black and white movie. I love
the deep moist,earthy smell of
that finds its way into the house,
though mouse holes and door cracks, and contrast so sharply
with the faded images before my eyes.
Rainy sundays,
You don't ask me to walk water
or navigate a submarine world
or chase the the breeze
or identify stratus versus cumulus
or ponder the darkness of the world
or put on sunscreen.
You don´t ask me to do anything.
You just let me lie on the living room floor, eyes closed,
listening to your steady yet pitter-pattering song, thinking about nothing.
So rainy sundays,
I love you.

- Hate Computers

